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Welcome to the Terra Nova Books Fall 2017 Catalog
Dear Readers,
The year 2017 is a big one for Terra Nova
Books. We are celebrating our sixth year
of publishing quality fiction, memoir, and
books on Southwestern topics and healthy
living. All Terra Nova titles are available to
bookstores nationwide through SCB Distributors (800-729-6423).
This fall, we are pleased to offer a true
fable for our times. The Global Warming
Express is a train—and a story—with a
mission. Its passengers are magical, enchanted animals with a powerful and
tragic link: the suffering their species
have endured from human destruction
of their environment.
The Pepper Pantry series, Dave DeWitt’s
glorious guide to the needs and the
know-how for cooking with heat, continues with two fascinating and factfilled additions, The Essential Hot Spice
Guide and Ancho and Poblano Chiles.
In Gambling on Granola: Unexpected Gifts
on the Path of Entrepreneurship, Fiona
Simon shares the honest and inspiring
story of finding business success with her
own product creation while juggling the
countless demands of being a single mom.

Our Authors on the Web
Many of our authors are active on social
media such as Goodreads, Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest, and author blogs.
Go to TerraNovaBooks.com/authors
for a complete list of links.

Terra Nova Books on the Web
TerraNovaBooks.com
facebook.com/terranovabooks
䊏 twitter.com/terranova_books
䊏
䊏
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Don Willerton’s new titles in the Mogi
Franklin Series—The Secret of La Rosa,
The Hidden River and The Lake of
Fire—are further examples of his great
gift for blending history with the wondrous world of the West and intriguing
stories for young readers.
In Not Our Day to Die: Testimony From
the Guatemalan Jungle, Michael Sullivan
recaptures in searing, overwhelmingly
human interviews the lives of peasant
farmers tragically trapped in a mindless
civil war. And in a totally unique vein,
a book of letters exchanged by two
friends decades ago paints a fascinating
picture of young lives coming of age together in Two Smart Boys: The Record of
a Friendship, 1953–1965.
Azro Press, now distributed by Terra
Nova Books, releases Jaenet Guggenheim’s The Fussy Little Butterfly Goes
Outside.
It is indeed an exciting time as Terra
Nova Books continues to grow and
offer an increasingly broad range of
quality titles for discerning readers.
Scott Gerber, Publisher
Marty Gerber, Editor
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New Releases

The Global Warming Express
Written by Kids for Kids
Story by Marina Weber
Pictures by Joanna Whysner
Foreword by U.S. Senator
Over 90
Tom Udall
Full Color

es!
The Earth is in peril—through pollu- Pictur
tion, global warming, oil spills, and general neglect of the environment. Those
who respond first are the animals. There
is The Fluff, a penguin; Creamy, a harp
seal; Tomás, a black bear; Flora, a polar
bear; and Lady Athabasca, a whooping
crane, among others. The animals have
all suffered from destruction to their
habitats and neglect of the environment,
and want to do something about it.
Ages
They jump on a magical train powered
8–
12
by positive thoughts and take off to let
136 p. 6" x 9" Paperback September 2017
others know about the problems Earth’s
978-1-938288-93-7 $14.95 World rights
creatures are facing.
䊏

䊏

䊏
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In Santa Fe, they pick up two young
girls, Marina and Joanna, who record
their incredible trip. Their final destination is the White House, where they
hope their call for help is heard.
Join The Fluff and friends on the
Global Warming Express to save this
beautiful world from pollution and
global warming. It’s a trip worth taking!

completing her quest, and was
instrumental in establishing The Global
Warming Express organization.

Sample Pages from The Global
Warming Express
Then The Fluff, who
had lived all his life in
cold water and ice, suddenly felt a warm southern breeze and smelled
the delicious smell of
shrimp. As he neared the shore,
he knew he was a long way from
home
but a lot closer to his dear Creamy.
Hungry, worried, and
suddenly feeling very warm, The
Fluff tied up his boat
and went looking for air condition
ing and a cold shower.
As he lay in his hotel bed that night,
he wondered how
he would find his friend. As far
as he knew,
she was still in the zoo in San Diego.
The Fluff fell into a deep sleep,
filled with troublesome
dreams. Images of his
mother and father came
and went as he tossed
and turned. In every
picture of his home,
the ocean crept higher
and higher. In the middle of the night, The
Fluff awoke with a start.
He sat up and realized
that he needed more than

Illustrator Joanna Whysner lives in
Santa Fe, New Mexio, and has been a
serious artist since she was very young,
winning many prizes for her art.
Author Marina Weber lives on Cape
Cod, and has been a passionate activist
since she was six. She is fearless and
single-minded when it comes to

䊏
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New Releases
The Pepper Pantry

The Essential Hot Spice Guide
Dave DeWitt
People have been spicing up their foods
ever since cooking began. And it’s a
trend that’s heating up all across the
country. Now, Dave DeWitt, the
esteemed Pope of Peppers, presents his
must-have guide to the tastiest and
healthiest combos from the worlds of
powerful plants and creative cuisine.
The culmination has come for a happy
marriage of today’s three major culinary
trends: natural, vegetarian, and low-fat
foods. And happy cooks and eaters have
learned as well that, “The healthier you
eat, the more you need to spice up the
food.” From his world of wisdom, DeWitt now serves up to us the planet’s
most flavor-filled ways to do it.
160 p. 䊏 5" x 8" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 October 2017
978-1-938288-31-9 䊏 $14.95 䊏 World rights

Sample Recipes from The Essential Hot Spice Guide
WASABI OYSTER PO’ BOY S

ANDWICHES

not
wasabi mayonnaise, why
Now that you’ve made the
take your
boy sandwiches that’ll
make some wasabi po’
four servings.
makes
recipe
ng
followi
breath away? The

CHIPOTLES ADOBADOS
(CHIPOTLE CHILES IN ADOBO SAUCE)
Here’s a recipe from Tlaxcala, Mexico. These sweet-hot
pickled chiles can be the basis of a sauce of their own if
they’re further puréed, or can be served as a condiment with
enchiladas and other main dishes.

WASABI TARTAR SAUCE:
1 cup wasabi mayonnaise
1/4 cup sweet pickle relish
or onion
2 tablespoons minced shallot

1/2 pound dried chipotle chiles,

2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
parsley leaves
2 tablespoons minced fresh
juice
1 teaspoon fresh lemon
hot sauce
1/4 teaspoon Louisiana-style

1 quart vinegar

stems removed
Water to rehydrate
1 head garlic, peeled and crushed
1/2 cup piloncillo, or 1/2 cup packed
brown sugar
1 cup roasted and peeled green chile, such as
poblano or New Mexican

SANDWICH FILLING:

2 medium tomatoes, chopped

Vegetable oil
2 loaves French bread
Butter or margarine

6 black peppercorns
3 bay leaves

black pepper and cayenne
Cornmeal seasoned with
24 shucked oysters, drained
Sliced tomatoes
Shredded lettuce

skillet.
s in a deep fryer or heavy
Heat the oil to 375 degree
all
wasabi tartar sauce by stirring
Meanwhile, prepare the
aside.
in a small bowl and setting
the ingredients together
vertiand
in half horizontally
Slice the loaves of bread
the
s with butter, then place
cally. Spread the inside surface
under
cut sides up. Heat the bread
bread on a baking sheet,
40 The Essential Hot Spice

4
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1 teaspoon ground cumin
Salt to taste

Soak the chipotles in water until they rehydrate, at least
an hour, then drain.
In a saucepan, add 1/2 the vinegar, 1/2 the garlic, and the
brown sugar. Cook this mixture for about twenty minutes,
then add the chipotles.
In another pan, combine the green chile, tomato, remaining garlic, peppercorns, bay leaves, cumin, remaining vinegar,
66 The Essential Hot Spice Guide

Guide

TerraNovaBooks.com (505) 670-9319

BAYOU SHRIMP AND WILTED
SPINACH SALAD WITH
TRIPLE MUSTARD DRESSING
Three types of mustard
are used in this recipe.
If you
want to increase the spice
level, add more of the dry
mustard, as it will increase the
pungency without alterin
g the
taste. Any type of loose
leaf lettuce may be used
in place of
the spinach. Heating the
dressing brings out the
tangy
flavor of the mustard. This
is a great summer entree
salad. Prepare the salad and dressin
g, grill the shrimp, and assem
ble
the salad at the table.
Note: This recipe require
s
advanc
e
preparation.
1 to 11/2 pounds shrimp, shelled
and deveined
2 to 21/2 tablespoons comme
rcial Creole seasoning or
Cajun spice mix
2 teaspoons vegetable oil
10-ounce package baby
spinach, or
1 bunch spinach rinsed and
torn into pieces
1 small red onion, sliced
thinly in rings and separat
ed

DRESSING:
6 tablespoons extra virgin
olive oil
3 tablespoons red wine
vinegar
2 tablespoons Creole Mustar
d, commercial or
see recipe page 86
2 teaspoons Dijon-style
mustard, commercial or
see recipe page 80
1 teaspoon dry mustard
mixed with
2 teaspoons cold water
90 The Essential Hot Spice

Guide

New Releases
The Pepper Pantry

Ancho and Poblano Chiles
Dave DeWitt
Of all the civilizations the Spanish
explorers found in the New World, the
one that loved the native chile peppers
the most was the Aztecs. Theirs was a
culture in which the hot and tasty treats
were revered almost as much as sex.
Over the centuries, Aztec cookery grew
and spread to become the basis for the
Mexican food of today, and many Aztec
dishes have lasted through the years
basically unchanged. Usually, these
foods were roasted, boiled, or cooked in
sauces, in a legacy that Dave DeWitt,
the noted Pope of Peppers, has
compiled into this wonderful addition
to his scintillating Pepper Pantry series.
Salsas, soups, salads, side dishes, main
dishes—it’s all here on DeWitt’s
delectable, informative menu.

108 p. 䊏 5" x 8" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 September 2017
978-1-938288-29-6 䊏 $12.95 䊏 World rights

Albuquerque resident Dave DeWitt was
a founder of Chile Pepper
Sample Recipes from Ancho and Poblano Chiles
magazine and Fiery Foods
& Barbecue magazine,
T
R
and launched the
C
E
A
C
(S
T
)
A
S
P
C
A
(C
National Fiery Foods and
)
S
A
P
Barbeque Show in 1998.
MELADOS CON
HILES NCHOS NCARA
GUACATE
ICADILLO EN ALSA DE
HILES WITH
ARAMELIZED NCHO
AUCE
ICADILLO IN VOCADO

He is an associate
professor in Consumer
and Environmental
Sciences on the adjunct
faculty of New Mexico
State University, and also
serves as chair of the
Board of Regents of the
New Mexico Farm and
Ranch Heritage Museum.

ns regarding chiles,” says
“This is one of my top creatio
is the
. “The key to this recipe
Mexico City chef Lula Bertrán
ancho,
juice into the skin of the
absorption of the orange
to eat. Make sure you choose
enough
soft
chile
the
making
they
; if they are hard as a brick,
anchos that are still pliable
the chiles
first.” The presentation of
will need to be steamed
sauce.
is elegant on the light green

THE CHILES:

stems left on
6 medium ancho chiles,
1 quart water
11/2 cups orange juice
molasses
(raw sugar), or substitute
1/2 cup grated piloncillo
1/2 cup vinegar
1 teaspoon salt

THE PICADILLO:

oil
3 tablespoons vegetable
1 clove garlic, minced
1 small onion, chopped fine
1/2 pound ground beef
1/2 pound ground pork
1/4 cup raisins
d
1 medium tomato, choppe
2 teaspoons minced cilantro

Chiles
64 Ancho and Poblano

ACOS ELLENOS DE AMAR
ÓN
HRIMP ACOS

Since fresh shrimp is found
in abundance, shrimp tacos
are popular with locals
and tourists alike on all
coasts of
Mexico. They are sold as
street food as well as appear
ing on
menus at the finest restaur
ants. Here is a particularly
tasty
taco treat from Campeche.
5 ancho chiles, seeds and
stems removed, rehydra
ted in
hot water
2 tomatoes, peeled and
deseeded
1 onion, chopped
1/4 teaspoon salt
Corn oil, as needed to fry
tortillas
18 tortillas
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 cups finely chopped shrimp
2 tomatoes, crushed
1 onion, finely chopped
1 habanero chile, seeds and
stems removed, minced
11/2 cups finely chopped,
cooked potatoes
1/2 teaspoon salt
Freshly ground black pepper
to taste
2 cups thinly sliced onion,
soaked in 1/2 cup vinegar
5 cups finely shredded lettuce

Place the ancho chiles, tomato
es, onion, and salt in a food
processor, and process until
the mixture is a smooth
puree.
Set the mixture aside.

76 Ancho and Poblano
Chiles

SCBDistributors.com (800) 729-6423
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New Releases

Gambling on Granola
Unexpected Gifts on the Path of
Entrepreneurship
Fiona Maria Simon
In Gambling on Granola: Unexpected
Gifts on the Path of Entrepreneurship,
Fiona Simon shares a tale that is uplifting and inspiring but also raw and honest. This is a business memoir but also a
love story—the love of her work, of a
journey in uncharted waters, of the
products and company she created, and
of the creative challenge of following
her dream. We see her growth and healing over fifteen years, as mistakes, weaknesses, and naiveté evolve into
resilience, resolve, and inspiration.
For Simon, it started out as all new businesses do—with an idea. But her world
quickly became more complex as she
fought to establish an organic granola
company, develop new product lines,
build a successful business, forge personal
relations that worked in a competitive
business environment, and hold onto her
deepest values—all while raising her
daughter, Natalie, as a single mom.
Fiona Maria Simon is a former journalist, travel writer, editor, and communications director of the Boulder, CO,
Chamber of Commerce. She is passionate about developing healthy food products, writing, traveling the world, and
inspiring and empowering others with
her story.
Lured by the adventures of entrepreneurship, she launched her own organic granola company and led it to success
6
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200 p. 䊏 5½" x 8½" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 Nov. 2017
978-1-938288-92-0 䊏 $19.95 䊏 World rights

despite having no business background
and simultaneously juggling the demands
of being a single woman immersed in the
labors and the joys that parenthood constantly filled her life with.
Her book is a story of challenges, hardships, and triumphs, both personal and
professional. And a story as well of lessons learned as Simon journeyed
through the new worlds of hiring, firing, finance, and the pressures of working with major national companies that
easily dwarfed the small, local space she
began in.
She lives now in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

New Releases
The Mogi Franklin Mysteries

The Hidden River
Donald Willerton
A crazed professor is on a rampage to
prove that horrible crimes were
committed by the ancient ancestors of
today’s Pueblo Indians. His murderous
accusations stir the community into
anger and violence.

Ages
10 –16

Vacationing nearby, Mogi Franklin and
his family are suddenly caught up in the
turmoil roiling the countryside. In this
third book of the exciting Mogi
Franklin Mysteries, the young hero
must find a sacred object hidden by the
ancient people of Acoma Pueblo
somewhere in the vast, forbidding lava
beds of western New Mexico.
To those who lived on the stark, high
mesa four hundred years ago, it held a
magic that could defeat the Spanish
conquistadors despite their steel and
steeds. To Mogi, it was an ancient
mystery he must solve to stem the rising
tide of bloodshed. But the clock is
ticking, and his deranged adversary traps
Mogi, Jennifer, and their friends in the
absolute darkness of an underground
cavern, with little hope of escape.

150 p. 䊏 5½" x 8½" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 Nov. 2017
978-1-938288-80-7 䊏 $14.95 䊏 World rights

Don Willerton is a retired computer
programmer who has successfully
combined three of the things in life he
loves most: history, the wondrous land
of the desert Southwest, and creating
intriguing stories for young readers. He
lives in Los Alamos, NM.

Praise for The Hidden River
This is another fascinating book in this
series! Having grown up in the Southwest, I find these stories especially interesting! Easy to read and very entertaining.
—Jeffry C. Shepherd
A fun and educational read, perfect for
all ages. This is the first book I read in

this series (but definitely not the last, as
I plan on reading the whole series), and
it was a very fun read as a stand-alone.
There's a lot of secrets and ancient mysteries to uncover, and fun tidbits to
learn. Finally, the descriptions of the
southwest are absolutely beautiful.
—Elena E.G.
SCBDistributors.com (800) 729-6423

䊏
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New Releases
The Mogi Franklin Mysteries

The Lake of Fire
Donald Willerton
Mogi Franklin and his sister Jennifer are
delighted to be attending a high school
science conference in New Mexico
amidst a hundred thousand acres of
meadows, mountains, rivers, and
Ages
volcanoes far older than recorded time. 10 –16
But their focus quickly changes when
they learn of the disappearance fifty
years ago of a plane with two hundred
pounds of plutonium—and of the
terrorist nations vying today to find it
in those same mountains.
Puzzling over the mystery, Mogi and his
friends become engulfed by the most
dangerous blaze in the state’s history.
They’re fighting for their lives in this
fourth book of the Mogi Franklin Mysteries, and if he’s going to come up with
a way out, he’d better do it fast!

196 p. 䊏 5½" x 8½" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 Nov. 2017
978-1-938288-89-0 䊏 $14.95 䊏 World rights

By the Same Author
Ghosts of the
San Juan
Donald
Willerton

BOOK

OF THE MOGI FRANKLIN MYSTERIES

Ghosts of the
Ages San Juan

10 –16

DONALD WILLERTON

The mysterious
disappearance of
“A new middlefour men in 1934
grade adventure
reveals clues to a
series kicks oﬀ.”
modern plot to
—Kirkus Reviews
steal Navajo
resources—and leads Mogi and Jennifer
into a deadly trap.
116 p. 䊏 5½" x 8½" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 $14.95
978-1-938288-81-4 䊏 World rights
8
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The Lost
Children
Donald
Willerton

Ages
10 –16

Death and greed
in the present,
children who went
missing in 1891,
and the ghost of a
crazy miner all
come together in this captivating story
of adventure and intrigue.
174 p. 䊏 5½" x 8½" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 $14.95
978-1-938288-77-7 䊏 World rights

New Releases
The Mogi Franklin Mysteries

The Secret of La Rosa
Donald Willerton
It was just a short cross-country ski
outing over the Christmas break for
Mogi Franklin and his sister, Jennifer—
until they find themselves suddenly
caught in a vicious blizzard. Near
collapse, they ski into a mysterious
valley with an ancient hacienda, a busy
Spanish family, and a village with no
electricity, no plumbing, no cars, no
phones, and definitely no Walmart.
A vacation that began a few days earlier
helping his Granddad clean and decorate
for a huge family celebration had now
become a mind-boggling mystery. And
young Mogi’s anguish trying to come to
terms with his grandmother’s death from
cancer the previous Christmas turns to
fear and danger when he is accused of
stealing a religious icon the town prizes
above all others—and which holds the
key to solving an ancient legend of
missing Spanish gold.
It’s the latest book of the exciting Mogi
Franklin Mysteries—shadowy figures,
secret societies, a town like no other. Is

Ages
10 –16

168 p. 䊏 5½" x 8½" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 Oct. 2017
978-1-938288-87-6 䊏 $12.95 䊏 World rights

this all reality or illusion? Mogi must
find the answers, even as he struggles
with the memory of his grandmother’s
death and the mysteries of faith it
brought him which he now must
answer as well.

Praise for The Secret of La Rosa
I really enjoyed reading this book. Willerton brings the values of the past into sharp
focus in a mystery about gold, a peaceful
village, and a padre who wants to protect
it. This story is well written with a cast of
characters we can all identify. Mogi and
his friends go to places they shouldn’t go,
and the results are heartwarming.
—Randy Montz

Another great read from this exciting
new author. I love the way the mysterious village from the past appears and
changes the future because of decisions
grounded in values. Good book to encourage discussion and contemplation.
—Charles McCown

SCBDistributors.com (800) 729-6423

䊏
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New Releases

Not Our Day to Die
Testimony From the Guatemalan Jungle
Michael Sullivan
It was work for Mike Sullivan—a flying
job like the ones he’d done most of his
life in many parts of the world—ferrying
people, medicine, crops, supplies and almost anything else you can think of
among the isolated jungle villages of
Guatemala. Life in the farming co-ops
there was simple, peaceful, and good,
based on bedrocks of family, community,
and faith. Then the repression began.
A failed attempt at a coup had led to
continued fighting between rebels and
government, though in areas far from
the almost-utopian Ixcan region. The
Guatemalan army, searching everywhere
for those who opposed it, increased its
control over the isolated jungle area.
The army turned to a scorched-earth
policy, killing animals, burning crops,
uprooting fruit trees, destroying towns,
massacring their people. Throughout
the Ixcan, those who survived fled.
Some returned to their original mountain
villages, others crossed the border into
Mexico, and a third group survived for
sixteen years hiding in the jungle. When
finally peace accords were signed, the
people of the Ixcan returned. But sixteen
years were lost, along with countless lives.

260 p. 䊏 6" x 9" 䊏 Paperback䊏 October 2017
978-1-938288-90-6 䊏 $17.95 䊏 World rights

For Mike Sullivan, the story of those
years—of how the people of the Ixcan
survived, and of the many who didn’t—
was one that had to be told. Their stories
are gripping, fascinating, painful—but
most of all, deeply human as we witness
their struggle to survive and feel the force
of the simple values that ultimately carried
them through to a new and better life.
Sullivan lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Praise for Not Our Day to Die
Not Our Day to Die is the eloquent testament of a place and time. Through the
voices of twenty-eight survivors, it tells
the tragic story of remotest Guatemala
in the 1970s, ’80s, and beyond. The
10
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dreams of these people have not died;
their struggle continues. Mike Sullivan
has given us a most impressive book.
—William deBuys, author of A Great
Aridness and River of Traps.

New Releases

Two Smart Boys
The Record of a Friendship,
1953–1965
David Jenness and
Raymond Oliver
This captivating and highly unusual
book is a sequence of actual letters
exchanged by two young men coming
of age in the late 1950s and ’60s. They
are well-educated, intellectually eager,
self-absorbed but also self-aware, and
both go on to distinguished careers in
the world of letters and scholarship.
It is a candid and spirited relationship
focused on their shared interest in
reading, writing, ideas, and young
women. Their letters trace two arcs of
development—sometimes congruent,
sometimes divergent—intersecting as
each writer acts to intervene in and
shape the other’s life. Their exchanges
are crammed with descriptions,
judgments, jokes, commiserations,
exultations—whatever can be spewed
forth from two loose and lively minds.
David Jenness, a resident of Santa Fe,
New Mexico, had a lifelong career in
philanthropic foundations and research

196 p. 䊏 5½" x 8½" 䊏 Paperback 䊏 Sept. 2017
978-1-938288-91-3 䊏 $15.95 䊏 World rights

councils, organizing and funding
projects by others. Raymond Oliver was
a professor of English at the University
of California, Berkeley, and has
published hundreds of poems. He lives
in Berkeley and Sewanee, Tennessee.

Praise for Two Smart Boys
Compelling . . . a pleasurable and stimulating read. I loved the back and forth
of it, the language plays, the loyalty, the
exuberance.
—Steven Feld, Senior Scholar, School
for Advanced Research
This book really is extraordinary, unlike
any other I know. The authors are

funny, fluent, frank, and brutally insightful. And they are sincere in the
most honorable sense of the word.
Their quest is universal: to find the art
and goodness in everyday life and to
know their truest selves.
—William deBuys, author of A Great
Aridness and River of Traps.
SCBDistributors.com (800) 729-6423
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New Releases

The Fussy Little Butterfly
Goes Outside
Jaenet Guggenheim
This sequel to The Fussy Little Butterfly
follows the butterfly as she considers
Ages
going outside for the first time.
1– 4
There’s just one problem: She is afraid.
Fortunately, her human friend reassures
her. These supportive words give the
little butterfly enough courage to try. She
finds the world outside truly wonderful.
The illustrations are decoupage, cut
paper and glue. The text is suitable for
reading to the very young.
The butterfly is beautifully drawn
against many different backgrounds that
reflect her moods as she explores her
new surroundings.
Jaenet Guggenheim grew up drawing,
dancing, and putting on puppet shows for

40 p. 䊏 8" x 9" 䊏 Flexibind 䊏 September 2017
978-1-929115-33-4 䊏 $19.95 䊏 World rights

and with her sisters. As a young adult
living in Santa Fe, New Mexico, she wrote
and illustrated her first book, Herman and
Poppy Go Singing in the Hills.

By the Same Author

The Fussy Little Butterfly
Jaenet Guggenheim
How many readers would know how to
care for a newly hatched butterfly?
What do they eat? And what do they
drink? This beautifully illustrated sortof-manual lovingly tells the story of the
author’s trial-and-error experiences
caring for a “fussy” companion.

32 p. 䊏 8" x 9 䊏 Paperback 䊏 $19.95
978-1-929115-32-7 䊏 World rights
12
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Ages
1– 4

Recent Releases

Fascinating Facts of
New Mexico
Aliens, Artists, Atoms, and More
Marty Gerber
Fascinating Facts of New Mexico: Aliens,
Artists, Atoms, and More is a treasure trove
of engaging facts large and small. The
author’s research has unearthed littleknown stories about amazing people and
places, and includes a wide range of
information covering virtually every
aspect of New Mexico’s past and present.
Chapters:
䊏 The Big and Little Screens
䊏 History
䊏 Geography
䊏 Cowboys and Indians
䊏 Arts and Entertainment
䊏 Science and Technology
䊏 Mas y Mas (More and More)

Fascinating
Facts
of
~ Mexico
~
New
ALIENS

ARTISTS

ATOMS

AND MORE

MARTY GERBER

Santa Fe, NM, resident Marty Gerber
is a longtime journalist and book editor.
He has worked at such newspapers as
the San Jose Mercury News, Newsday,
the Philadelphia Inquirer, and the Santa

116 p. 䊏 5" x 8" 䊏 Paperback
978-1-938288-71-5 䊏 $12.95 䊏 World rights

Fe New Mexican and is a founder and
the editor of Terra Nova Books.

Sample Pages from Fascinating Facts of New Mexico
7.
next job
Lew Wallace’s
5. What was
co?
nor of New Mexi

after serving

as gover-

r to Turkey.
U.S. ambassado

annual Fiesta?
ed by Santa Fe’s
ric event is mark
6. What histo
had

who
of the Spanish
the city in 1692
years earlier.
The return to
Revolt twelve
by the Pueblo
been called
de Vargas, has
been driven out
by Don Diego
ing ocTheir return, led nquest because no major fight insurreco
ents of
”
incid
dless
and
a “bloo
isolated violence
century.
curred, although through the remainder of the use
d
ever, beca
how
ted,
rection continue
ent was accep
and
ively less harsh
Spanish resettlem
Indians was relat
respect.
treatment of the given more acceptance and
was
their religion
rated annually
been commemo
The event has
a Fe,
Sant
de
a
Fiest
since 1712 by
s of religious
a multi-day serie
ts.
and cultural even

26. What famous ancient homes are
said to have been found
because of an attempt to avoid jury duty?

What noted survivor
of a New Mexico fire
is often wrongly
given the middle
name of “the”?

Smoky Bear, who as a
cub was rescued from a
tree he’d climbed to escape a 1950 fire in Lincoln
National Forest. He recovered
from burns to his legs and became a mascot for U.S. Forest Service
efforts to prevent forest fires. “Smokey
the Bear” sometimes was used as his name
about him to
after the word was inserted in a 1952 song
keep the rhythm.
town
8. What was the first incorporated

in New Mexico?

The Mogollons’ Gila Cliff Dwellings north
of Silver City,
first spotted by a non-Indian in 1878 when
Henry Ailman
went into the mountains on a prospecting
trip along with
some friends who also were on a jury list
and didn’t want
to be called to serve.
27. How did the Organ Mountains get
their

28. What high mountain retreat offered
a relaxing respite for
Al Capone, Pancho Villa, and Judy Garland?

The Lodge at Cloudcroft, nine thousand
feet up in southern New Mexico’s Sacramento Mountains.

30. For what
nineteenth-ce
ntury building
needed to corre
was a “miracle”
ct an architect’
s mistake?

history. It
The only religiously based unit in U.S. military
marched nearly
was formed in Council Bluffs, Iowa, and
and ’47 to join
two thousand miles to San Diego in 1846
saw
battalion
the
Though
war.
rican
in the Mexican-Ame
road
little actual fighting, it built a significant wagon
guided across
through much of the Southwest, and was
, who had
New Mexico by Jean Baptiste Charbonneau
was guiding
been born while his mother, Sacagawea,
Lewis and Clark across the continent.
History • 19
New Mexico

29. What mou
ntain ranges
named after
that cuts betw
fruits have a
een them?
canyon

The Sandia (wate
rmel
separated by Tijer on) and Manzano (apple)
mountains,
as (scissors) Cany
on.

Nest, estabElizabethtown, between Red River and Eagle
in 1866. It grew
lished with the nearby discovery of gold
town.
to a population of 7,000 but is now a ghost
9. What was the Mormon Battalion?

Facts of
18 • Fascinating

name?

From their similar appearance to organ pipes,
especially
in the granite “needles” in the highest part
of the range.

42 • Fascinating Facts of New Mexico

The Loretto Chap
el
case to the choir in Santa Fe, where the lack
of
loft
was almost comp was realized only when cons a stairlete. Since there
truction
standard stairc
was no room
ase, the Sisters
for a
of Loretto, who
it served, pray
se
ed for help to
St. Joseph. Seem convent
response, a stran
ingly in
ger appeared
and,
only primitive
tools, built a spira working alone with
gone. The nuns
l staircase. Then
believed the woo
he
himself (though
dworker was the was
others have cred
saint
living in Santa
ited a French
Fe at the time
carpenter
).
Geography •
43
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Terra Nova Books | Food—Backlist

Eat to Beat Alzheimer’s

Jalapeños

Francie Healey

Dave DeWitt

978-1-938288-61-6
$17.95

978-1-938288-27-0
$12.95

The Essential Chile
Sauce Guide

Chef Fritz and
His City

Dave DeWitt

Samuel Young
978-1-938288-37-1
$19.95

978-1-938288-32-7
$14.95

YA—Backlist
BOOK

Winner of the Zia Award for Children’s Literature

OF THE MOGI FRANKLIN MYSTERIES

Ghosts of the
San Juan

Praise for Ghosts of the
San Juan:

MIGUEL

DONALD WILLERTON

A new middle-grade
adventure series kicks
off.”
—Kirkus Reviews

LOST

Willerton provides a
wild ride along the San
Juan River canyon of
Utah in his suspenseful
Ghosts of the San Juan mystery of legends of
the Southwest.
Donald Willerton
978-1-938288-81-4
—Randy Montz
$14.95

&
–

FOUND
TO
JOURNEY —

S A N TA F E
BARBARA
BEASLE Y
MURPHY

The Lost Children

Miguel Lost & Found

Donald Willerton
978-1-938288-77-7
$14.95

Barbara Beasley Murphy
978-1-938288-69-2
$14.95

Poetry and Photography—Backlist

Michele Heeney

The Polka Dot Chair
New and Selected Poems

Fishing the Desert

The Monkey Tree

The Polka Dot Chair

Michele Heeney
978-1-938288-26-5
$12.95

Michele Heeney
978-1-938288-25-8
$12.95

14
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Brooks Robards &
Siegfried Halus
978-1-938288-45-6
$14.95

Wave Rider
Rebecca Pott Fitton
978-1-938288-74-6
$12.95

Fiction—Backlist
Praise for Once
Upon A Lie:

Once Upon A Lie
Michael French

978-1-938288-65-4
$26.95

I am a fan of Michael
French’s newest book.
It is a welcome addition
to my collection. There
is great intelligence and
originality to this plot
and in the richly
realized characters
whose complicated lives
intersect in an entirely
fresh way.”
—Actress Ali MacGraw

The Reconstruction
of Wilson Ryder
Michael French
978-1-938288-23-4
$20.95

Incarnation
Laura Davis Hays

978-1-938288-44-9
$26.95

Praise for Love and
Death in a Perfect World:

A Killer’s Grace

My Name Is Wonder

Ronald Chapman

Ronald Chapman
978-1-938288-78-4
$19.95

978-1-938288-75-3
$19.95

Love and Death in
a Perfect World
Barbara Gerber
978-1-938288-46-3
$21.95

With searing insight,
compassion, and
breath-catching humor,
Barbara Gerber has created Rosemary Sabin
Ellis, “a loud piece of
folk art, a coarse weaving in primary colors
—imperfect, original,
unforgettable.”
—Claudette Sutton,
author of Farewell,
Aleppo

R. Douglas Clark
TWO SAGAS OF A WARRIOR TESTED BY
THE GODS ON THE LONG JOURNEY HOME

Homer
translation by samuel butler

American Odyssey
R. Douglas Clark
978-1-938288-10-4
$12.95

American Odyssey &
The Odyssey
R. Douglas Clark &
Homer
978-1-938288-36-4
$26.95

Hotel Atlantis

The Scourge

Juliette Lauber
978-1-938288-09-8
$22.00

Keen Butterworth
978-1-938288-52-4
$14.95

SCB Distributors (800) 729-6423
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Memoir, Essay, Self-Help—Backlist
A beautiful and inspiring reflection

A Memoir

—Rabbi Shefa Gold

Jewish
Rites
Death
OF

Stories of Beauty and
Transformation
Richard A. Light
Foreword by Rabbi Jack Riemer

Kavod v’Nichum • Honor and Comfort

Dancing with
Love and Loss

Jewish Rites of Death
Richard A. Light
978-1-938288-55-5
$23.95

Shirley Melis

Banged-Up Heart
Shirley Melis
978-1-938288-70-8
$19.95

To Drink from the
Silver Cup
Anna Redsand

978-1-938288-72-2
$19.95

Farewell, Aleppo
Claudette E. Sutton
978-1-938288-40-1
$16.95

A

DR. CHARLES FRANKLIN, PH.D., LCSW, BCD

A
Reporter’s
World

Create
theLife
You

PASSIONS,
PLACES,
AND PEOPLE

PROVEN
TECHNIQUES TO
TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR FUTURE

Wally Gordon

!

Need

Find passion and success now with
this manual of simple practices

A Reporter’s World

My Life with Lifers

Letters from Alfonso

Wally Gordon
978-1-938288-04-3
$19.95

Elaine Leeder
978-1-938288-02-9
$14.95

Earl Kessler
978-1-938288-22-7
$19.95

Create the Life
You Need!
Dr. Charles Franklin
978-1-938288-24-1
$12.95

Rock Point Press—Backlist

Spiritual Law
Joanna V. Hill
978-0-991251-60-5
$15.95
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Paloma and the Dust
Devil at the Balloon
Festival
Marcy Heller
978-1929115-19-8
$19.95

TerraNovaBooks.com (505) 670-9319

Loco Dog and Tom
Marcy Heller
978-1929115-22-8
$19.95

Loco Dog in the
Santa Fe Rail Yard
Marcy Heller
978-0-991251-61-2
$16.95

Azro Press—Backlist

One Bullfrog

Cactus Critter Bash

Kitten Caboodle

Mickey’s Balloon

Sid Hausman
978-1-929115-05-9
$18.95

Sid Hausman
978-1-929115-15-0
$21.95

Paige Grant
978-1-929115-24-2
$19.90

Valori Herzlich
978-1-929115-35-8
$14.95

Emus and Owlhoots
Sid Hausman
978-1-929115-20-4
$21.95

Moon Rabbit Builds
A Fine House
Terry Avery
978-1-929115-00-8
$17.95

Lucy’s Journey to
the Wild West

My Best Ever
Grandpa

Charlotte Piepmeier
978-1-929115-07-5
$19.95

Valori Herzlich
978-1-929115-31-0
$10.00

The Fussy Little
Butterfly

Triassic Hall

JNG Cartoons
Jaenet Guggenheim
978-1929115-27-3
$10.00

Jaenet Guggenheim
978-1-929115-32-7
$19.95

Dr. Spencer G. Lucas
and Jaenet Guggenheim
978-1-929115-21-1
$25.00

Grow Grow Grow
Barbara Riley
Illustrations by Jaenet
Guggenheim
978-1-929115-08-2
$19.95

Looking for Tula
Catherine Kirkwood
978-1-929115-23-5
$19.95

SCBDistributors.com (800) 729-6423
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Distribution to the Trade by SCB Distributors
SCB DISTRIBUTORS SALES REPRESENTATIVES
MIDWEST
Stuart Abraham
TEL (800) 701-2489
FAX (952) 927-8089
stu@abrahamassociatesinc.com
Roy Schonfeld
TEL (216) 291-3538
FAX (216) 691-0548
roy@abrahamassociatesinc.com
John Mesjak
TEL (815) 899-0079
FAX (815) 261-4114
john@abrahamassociatesinc.com
Ted Seykora
TEL (800) 701-2489
FAX (952) 927-8089
ted@abrahamassociatesinc.com
Emily Johnson
TEL (800) 701-2489
FAX (952) 927-8089
emily@abrahamassociatesinc.com
SOUTHEAST
Don Morrison
Barbara Arendall
Amy Willis
TEL (336) 775-0226
FAX (336) 775-0239
msgbooks@aol.com
MID ATLANTIC/NEW ENGLAND
Bill Hoar
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
bill@cheshud.com

Ted Wedel
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
ted@cheshud.com
Michael Gourley
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
michael@cheshud.com
Steve Straw
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
steve@cheshud.com
Janine Jensen
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
janine@cheshud.com
Sally Lindsay
TEL (800) 231-4469
FAX (800) 307-5163
sally@cheshud.com
WEST
Howard Karel
TEL (415) 668-0829
FAX (415) 668-2463
hkarel@comcast.net
Bob Harrison
TEL (206) 542-1545
FAX (206) 546-5716
bharrison451@earthlink.net
Lise Solomon
TEL (510) 528-0579
FAX (510) 900-1088
lise.solomon@sonic.net

Dory Dutton
TEL (818) 269-4882
FAX (480) 247-5158
dory.dutton@valleyvillagemail.com
SOUTHWEST (TOLA)
Sal McLemore
TEL (281) 360-5204
FAX (281) 360-5215
salmclemor@aol.com
Larry Hollern
TEL (806) 351-0566
FAX (806) 351-2741
lhollern@aol.com
WESTERN CANADA
Sandra Hargreaves
Steve Paton
Colin Fuller
TEL (604) 222-2955
harful@telus.net
ONTARIO/MARITIME PROVINCES
Terry Fernihough
TEL (613) 721-9236
FAX (613) 721-9827
fernihough@storm.ca
QUEBEC
Karen Stacey
tEL (514) 704-3626
FAX (800) 596-8496
stacey.karen@gmail.com
Karen Alweil Studio
TEL (800) 600-3458
FAX (213) 746-5414
sales@karenalweilstudio.com

RETURN POLICY—U.S.A.
No permission is required for returns
on trade titles within one year of
purchase (include original invoice
number and date purchased); after one
year, permission is required. All returns
must ship directly to the warehouse.
All maps are strictly nonreturnable.
RETURN POLICY—CANADA
Permission is required for returns on all
trade titles.
PAYMENTS
All payments for orders outside the U.S.
must be remitted in U.S. funds only.

SCB DISTRIBUTORS
15608 South New Century Drive
Gardena, CA 90248
(800) 729-6423
(310) 532-9400
fax (310) 532-7001
email info@scbdistributors.com
www.scbdistributors.com

SCB ORDERING INFORMATION
FREIGHT POLICY
All shipping is via UPS/FedEx Ground
unless requested otherwise. FOB Gardena.
Any shortages or any merchandise
received damaged must be reported
within 20 days of the invoice date.
CREDIT
All accounts are NET 30 DAYS.
DISCOUNT POLICY
Titles may be mixed to qualify for a
discount. Orders of 1–4 books must be
prepaid. Reorders will be given the
same discount as the initial order for
the season.
18
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Terra Nova Books Order Form

Name
Address
City

State/Province

Phone

Email

QUANTITY

TITLE

Zip

ISBN (Last 3 digits)

PRICE

TOTAL

Sub-Total
Discount—On orders of 6 or more, we will discount 20% (mix-and-match titles) (

)

Total
Shipping ($3 + $1/bk.)
Payment method
䊐 Check (payable to Terra Nova Books)

Card Number

Total (We pay the tax!)
䊐 Visa

Exp. Date

䊐 MasterCard

Security Code

Order three ways:
USPS: Terra Nova Books
33 Alondra Rd., Santa Fe, NM 87508
Phone: (505) 670-9319
Fax:
(509) 461-9333

䊐 AmEx

䊐 Discover

Signature

Special Sales and Rights Inquiries
Terra Nova Books
Phone: (505) 670-9319
E-mail: Publisher@TerraNovaBooks.com

TerraNovaBooks.com
facebook.com/terranovabooks
twitter.com/terranova_books

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

See
Page
6

33 Alondra Road
Santa Fe, New Mexico USA 87508

